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A shoe is lost at the zoo, and hilarity ensues!Why are children so drawn to this adventurous
rhyming story?Because they love to be in on the joke!One day in the summer I went to the
zoo,And somehow or other I lost my right shoe!A fun adventure, engaging rhythm and rhyme,
and an unlikely culprit keep children giggling all the way to the end of the story, where a
delightful discovery is made.If you’re planning to have a fun day at the zoo,You might want to
bring along one extrashoe!It's time for your child to join in the fun! Get it NOW and get the ebook
FREE!What started as a fourth-grade project has become a delightfully engaging book for
children!Patty Lennox loves the idea of children around the world enjoying the story she carried
inside for so long. After committing the story to memory as a child, life went on. Years were filled
with work, children, and sushi; memories were made from adventuring, hobbies, and sailing.An
animal lover from way back, Patty has never lost a shoe in the zoo! Have you?
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Barbara Mojica, “MISSING SOMETHING?. A little boy ambles through the zoo. He is having
such much fun looking at the animals and listening to the sounds they make. Suddenly, he
realizes that he has lost one of his shoes. He searches all over the zoo relentlessly. When he
finds the shoe, at last, he cannot retrieve it. Read the book to find out why.The illustrations are
both realistic and expressive, and the rhyming lines are crisp and sharp. This book is a delightful
read-aloud for parents or children. I like the fact that the author includes people with disabilities
and multicultural families. Younger children learn about many animals that live in the zoo. The
surprise ending is perfect.Recommended for toddlers, preschoolers and primary grade readers.”

Tony Parsons, “children's. 1-day the boy went to the zoo & lost his right shoe.The zookeepers
tried to locate it in the: snake cage, polar bear cage, monkey & gorilla cages, giraffe pen, fish/
bird pond, kola bear tree, camel pen, penguin pen, elephant pen, kangaroo pen, sloth tree, &
lion den.Would he find his shoe?I do not receive any type of compensation for reading &
reviewing free books from publishers & authors. Therefore, I am under no obligation to write a
positive review, only an honest one.An awesome book cover, great hand-drawn colored pictures,
charming illustrations & proper font & writing style. A very professionally written children’s
(preschool/elementary age) Zoo Adventure storybook. It was quite easy for me to read/follow
from start/finish & never a dull moment. There were no grammar/typo errors, nor any repetitive or
out of line sequence sentences. Lots of exciting scenarios, with several twists/turns & a great set
of unique characters, settings, etc. to keep track of. This could also make another great
children’s educational presentation (finding lost item), Zoo Adventure movie, an animated
cartoon, or better yet a mini-TV series. There is no doubt in my mind this is an extremely easy
rating of 5 stars.Thank you for the free author; Jumping Juniper Press; BooksZio; Amazon Digital
Services LLC.; bookTony Parsons MSW (Washburn)”

Deanie Humphrys-Dunne, “A fun rhyming book for little ones!. I really enjoyed this cute little
rhyming book. It takes readers on an adventure with a little boy loses his shoe at the zoo. The
little boy talks with the zoo keepers and all of the animals while he's searching all around for his
missing shoe.Do the elephants find it? Which animals notice the shoe and what happens in the
surprise ending? This story is sure to make little folks giggle and enjoy the tale.Review by
children's author, Deanie Humphrys-Dunne”

James N Simpson, “A Kid Looks For His Lost Shoe With the Help of Zoo Keepers and the
Animals. Can You Find My Shoe has been formatted to be read in landscape mode (holding your
device horizontally), where it takes up the entire screen. Words and pictures display together on
the screen like a traditional picture book open to two pages. A lot of self published Kindle
authors can't be bothered to format their work and it displays like a mess with bits of text on one
page and an image on a small part of the screen on another, so I always like to take the time to



point out when authors care about their reader's experience and their own work enough to take
the time to format it.Basically a kid visits the zoo and somehow doesn't notice he's lost a shoe
and is walking around outside without one on. When he does the zoo keeper and animals in the
zoo look for it with him. It's a pretty good story, with fun cartoon versions of animals, animals
also have cartoon qualities like snakes hiss, and a kangaroo can fit things in its pouch (like
potentially the shoe).”

Diana L., “Grandson loved!. Like many I have had no contact with my grandson who lives out of
state which just breaks my heart! Well thank goodness for tech kinda stuff I was able to order
this book Can You Find My Shoe and by video read a night time story to him! The book is very
bright and fun to read! He is 3 and I found he really wanted to know where was that shoe lol”

Julie Hanson, “A very fun story!. "Can You Find My Shoe" is filled with fun and excitement!
Written in rhyme, the story takes us on a journey through the zoo in search of a lost shoe. Even
the animals are willing to help in the search. I couldn't help but chuckle at the storyline. This
delightful story is accompanied by amazing illustrations.  I highly recommend this book!”

Werecat 2, “Are Two Shoes Better Than One. story at the zoo with the animals. Children will be
hooked on this book. The illustrations are terrific and amazing. I lost my shoe. The zookeeper
helped him look around. He was by The snakes, not in there or the polar bear lair. They looked
with the flamingos, not there. Who else did they ask for his shoe? Did they find it? You get to
listen/read to find out.  Happy Investigating ”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Enjoyed by all. Enjoyed by youngest and read by his auntie to himLovely
colours and rhyming that introduces a range of animals.”

MIlly, “Fun educational read. My 6 year old daughter loves reading this book at bedtime. She
describes it as kind, curious, helpful and magnificent. Highly recommended.”

peggysmudgie, “Nice rhyming book to be read. Friendly with no malice. Fun to read and
engaging for children as they want to find out what happened in the end.”

Indywrites, “Rythmic fun picture book. It's a sweet, fun picture book. Lots of good rhymes and
cute pictures that little kids will love.The illustrations are beautiful, all animals and the zoo is well
drawn.Kids will read it for the good story and words. The book is a perfect bedtime read. It will
encourage children to learn about animals. They may pester you to take them the zoo, again and
again.”

JanieB, “Fun Book, Great Rhymes. This book was a fun read; the rhythm of the rhymes was
really good and the story itself was cute and easy to understand for this age group. The



illustrations are beautiful and appropriate for this book and age as well.”

The book by Patty Lennox has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 193 people have provided feedback.
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